
Vargas  wins  WBC  Super
Bantamweight  title  with  a
majority  decision  over
McDonnell
LAS VEGAS–Rey Vargas walked into enemy territory and won the
WBC Super Bantamweight title with a 12-round majority decision
over Gavin McDonnell at Ice Hall in Hull, England.

The championship bout, which took place this past Saturday,
headlined a card that was streamed live on www.klowdtv.com

It was a competitive fight with Vargas using his length and
landing his jab, that would open up combinations. McDonnell
was willing, but did not seem to be able to get in a groove,
yet he was able to fight even on a card at 114-114. while two
other cards had the right winner at 117-111 and 116-112.

Vargas of Mexico is now 29-0. McDonnell, was trying to join
his twin brother Jamie (IBF Bantamweight) as current world
champion, drops to 16-1-2.

“I am happy, we were able to win the world title in his
backyard,”said Vargas. “It is an honor to bring this title
back to my people in Mexico.”

“It  was  his  long  arms,  I  just  could  not  pin  him,”  said
McDonnell. “He beat me fair and square. I just fell short. I
felt alright in there, it was just his long arms that were the
difference. I showed that I belong at this level after just 18
fights, and I will be back in the gym and I will be a world
champion.

Luke Campbell took out Jairo Lopez in the 2nd round of their
scheduled 10-round lightweight bout.
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Campbell  hurt  Lopez  in  the  1st  round  with  a  right  hand.
Campbell was patient and then dropped and stopped Lopez with a
right hand and the fight was over.

Campbell is 16-1. Lopez is 21-7.

Tommy  Coyle  stopped  Rakeem  Noble  in  round  three  of  their
scheduled ten-round super lightweight bout.

Coyle hurt Noble with a right at the end of round two, and
finished him with a booming right in round three, that sent
Noble down. Noble got to his feet, but the referee stopped the
fight.

Coyle is now 23-4. Noble is 11-2.

Dec Spelman (11-0) registered a 3rd round stoppage over Nathan
King (14-28) in a scheduled 6-round light heavyweight bout.

Heavyweight Dave Allen (10-2-1) needed just 31 seconds to stop
Lukasz Rusiewicz (22-29) in a heavyweight bout scheduled for 6
rounds.


